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Abstract

Contact problems in solid mechanics are traditionally solved using the h-version
of the finite element method. The constraints are enforced along the surfaces of
e.g. elastic bodies under consideration. Standard constraint algorithms include
penalty methods, Lagrange multiplier methods and combinations thereof. For
complex scenarios, a major part of the solution time is taken up by operations to
identify points that come into contact. This paper presents a novel approach to
model frictionless contact using high order finite elements. Here, we employ an
especially designed material model that is inserted into two- respectively three-
dimensional regions surrounding contacting bodies. Contact constraints are
thus enforced on the same manifold as the accompanying structural problem.
The application of the current material formulation leads to a regularization
of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions. Our formulation can be classified as a
barrier-type method. Results are obtained for two- and three-dimensional prob-
lems, including a Hertzian contact problem. Comparisons to a commercial FEA
package are provided. The proposed formulation works well for non-matching
discretizations on adjacent contact interfaces and handles self-contact naturally.
Since the non-penetrating conditions are solved in a physically consistent man-
ner, there is no need for an explicit contact search.

Keywords: high order finite elements, p-fem, contact mechanics, domain
contact, frictionless contact, finite cell method, Hertzian contact

1. Introduction

The simulation of mechanical contact phenomena is of interest in various
fields of engineering. Mechanical systems usually consist of several parts, and
their interaction needs to be represented correctly.
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Numerical solutions for contact problems are mostly obtained by applying
the finite element method (FEM) [1, 2]. The overwhelming part of the literature
is concerned with the classical h-version of the FEM, which uses linear or at
most quadratic ansatz functions for spatial discretization. Contact constraints
are enforced along contact interfaces defined on the surfaces of e.g. elastic bodies
under consideration. Early discretizations of these interfaces were based on so-
called node-to-node contact elements, for which the nodal positions of adjacent
bodies had to match at the interface [3–5]. Because of the limited applicability
of this approach, e.g. node-to-segment contact elements were developed allowing
the nodes to slide along the whole contact interface [6, 7]. However, non-smooth
surfaces, which typically arise in linear FE meshes for the h-version, pose a
challenge for this kind of formulation. For problems involving large sliding,
nodes can get stuck at re-entrant corners. To overcome this issue, mortar-
type methods have been developed, which enforce contact constraints in a weak
(integral) sense [8–15].

Recently, high order discretizations have been introduced to the realm of
contact mechanics. These discretizations offer advantages concerning the over-
all accuracy of the numerical approximation as well as a smoother and, thus,
improved description of the contact interface. The contributions made cover the
p-version of the finite element method [16–18] and NURBS basis functions used
in isogeometric analysis (IGA) [19, 20].

Different possibilities have been developed for the enforcement of contact
constraints. The predominant approaches are the penalty method, the La-
grange multiplier method and combinations thereof [21, 22]. Furthermore, bar-
rier methods [23], Nitsche’s method [24, 25] and the formulation of Dirichlet-
Neumann problems [26] have been applied successfully.

Since contact constraints are generally of inequality type, even problems of
linear elasticity are rendered non-linear. Hence, these problems are generally
solved iteratively [21]. Here, each iteration is characterized by a global search for
bodies likely to come into contact, a local search at element level for changes in
the state of contact such as penetration or stick/slip, and the actual enforcement
of contact constraints. For complex contact scenarios, the search for contact can
make up a major part of a simulation [1].

In recent years, formulations have been introduced, which utilize alternative
discretizations for the contact interface or employ new schemes to enforce con-
tact constraints. Oñate et al. proposed an approach for contact modeling in the
context of the particle element method [27]. Here, nodes are regarded as parti-
cles carrying all relevant solution information. In every time step, a new mesh
is created from the positions of the particles using a Delaunay triangulation to
solve the elasticity problem by means of linear finite elements. When the mesh
is created, contact elements are identified as simplices that connect different
bodies or are attached to a rigid surface. Inside these contact elements, internal
forces are applied to avoid normal penetration and to model friction.

Another approach, introduced by Oliver and co-workers, is the contact do-
main method [28, 29]. Their idea is to introduce a contact mesh of linear
triangles—the contact domain—between bodies in close proximity. This contact
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mesh is then used to establish normal and tangential gap measures. Contact
constraints are enforced using Lagrange multipliers.

A formulation similar to the one followed in the publication at hand, yet
using the h-version of the FEM, was introduced as the third medium approach
by Wriggers et al. [30]. Here, the authors embed elastic bodies in a special
contact material. This material consists of a highly compliant isotropic part
and an anisotropic part. The latter is activated once the contact material is
compressed below a certain threshold.

In this paper, we propose an approach that combines a material formula-
tion to enforce contact constraints and a high order discretization, namely the
p-version of the finite element method. Our contribution is motivated by the
finite cell method (FCM), an embedded domain method based on high order fi-
nite elements [31, 32]. Alike FCM, this contact formulation embeds the original
domain of computation in a larger ’fictitious’ domain, yet here not considered
as ’void’ material but as a non-linear medium to avoid penetration of surfaces.
The application of a contact material enforces contact constraints in a physically
consistent manner by relying on the growth condition [33] and can, thus, be clas-
sified as a barrier type method [21]. Also, there is no need for an explicit contact
search, since the contact status is based on the deformation of the contact ma-
terial. In contrast to the work by Wriggers et al. [30], our formulation only
demands for a single material parameter and employs a consistent linearization.
Furthermore, by using the p-version of the FEM, complex deformation scenarios
can be recovered using only few coarse elements. As this approach can readily
be combined with the finite cell method, it simplifies mesh generation signifi-
cantly, as e.g. voids or fillets in the structure need not be explicitly represented
by element boundaries.

The present work is outlined as follows: Section 2 recalls the basic features
of the p-version of the finite element method and the finite cell method. Sec-
tion 3 introduces a formulation for the enforcement of contact constraints using
a contact material. The new approach will be illustrated by numerical examples
in Section 4. The paper closes with some concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. High order finite elements and the finite cell method

The current section gives a short overview of the p-version of the finite ele-
ment method as well as the finite cell method (FCM). The latter is fundamental
to the contact approach outlined in this publication and is used in some of the
examples presented in Section 4 for modelling small geometric features such as
voids or fillets. Here, the overview is limited to the extent necessary to under-
stand the rest of the paper. For further details on p-FEM and FCM the reader
is referred to [31, 32, 34, 35].

2.1. High order finite elements (p-FEM)

The calculations in this publication have been performed using the p-version
of the finite element method. The main benefits of the p-version are expo-
nential convergence for smooth problems, insensitivity to mesh distortion and
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well-behaved condition numbers for increasing polynomial orders. Just like con-
ventional finite elements, the p-version of the FEM is based on a weak form of
the partial differential equation under consideration. Fitting the scope of the pa-
per at hand, this shall be exemplified for the case of hyperelasticity by applying
the principle of virtual work

δW(u, δu) =

∫
Ω

σ : δε dv −
∫

Ω

f · δu dv −
∫

ΓN

t · δu ds = 0 (1)

Here, σ and δε are the Cauchy stress tensor and the variation of the Euler-
Almansi strain tensor, respectively, while f denotes a body load defined in a
physical domain Ω. The prescribed surface tractions t are defined on the Neu-
mann boundary ΓN [36, 37]. The displacement solution u and its variation δu
are taken from appropriate Sobolev spaces, with u fulfilling Dirichlet boundary
conditions. Both u and δu are discretized to yield an approximate solution
using a linear combination of ansatz functions {N1, N2, . . . , Nn}:

uh =

n∑
i=1

Niũi, (2)

where ũi denotes the degrees of freedom (DOF) related to the ansatz function
Ni. The same ansatz functions Ni are also used to approximate the variation
of the solution δu [38]. In the one-dimensional case, the ansatz functions of the
p-version are constructed as follows

N1D
1 (ξ) = 1

2 (1− ξ) (3)

N1D
2 (ξ) = 1

2 (1 + ξ) (4)

N1D
i (ξ) = φi−1(ξ), i = 3, ..p+ 1, (5)

where the first two modes are the linear shape functions known from the h-
version and φi are integrated Legendre polynomials [35] defined as

φj(ξ) =

√
2j − 1

2

∫ ξ

1

Pj−1(x)dx (6)

=
1√

(4j − 2)
(Pj(ξ)− Pj−2(ξ)) , j = 2, 3, . . . . (7)

The two- and three-dimensional ansatz spaces are constructed as tensor products
of the one-dimensional basis:

N2D(ξ, η) = N1D(ξ)⊗N1D(η) (8)

N3D(ξ, η, ζ) = N1D(ξ)⊗N1D(η)⊗N1D(ζ). (9)

There are also modifications of these ansatz spaces, such as the trunk and
anisotropic tensor space [39, 40], to improve the numerical efficiency for cer-
tain problem classes.
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2.2. Finite cell method (FCM)

One of the basic challenges of applying finite elements is to create a spatial
discretization (mesh). Mesh generation tends to become laborious—especially
for complex geometries. To overcome this issue, fictitious domain methods
have been developed, which do not need a conforming discretization of the
problem geometry. One such fictitious domain approach is the finite cell method
(FCM), which utilizes high order finite elements [31, 32]. As such it embeds
physical bodies of arbitrary shape into a simple Cartesian domain, which can
be discretized in a straightforward manner by means of structured grids. The
geometry of the physical bodies is recovered on the integration level using an
indicator function α (X), which is evaluated at a material point X. It has been
shown in many examples, that the FCM delivers accurate results even for non-
smooth problems. So far integrated Legendre polynomials (p-FEM) [31, 32],
NURBS (IGA) [41, 42] and Lagrange polynomials (Spectral Cell Method) [43,
44] have been applied successfully. Dauge et al. [45] showed that for smooth
problems the p-extension of the ansatz space even yields exponential rates of
convergence for the FCM. A thorough overview of the finite cell method can be
found in the recent review article by Schillinger and Ruess [46].

Until this point, our statements served to sum up the basics of the p-version
of the FEM, which determines the scheme of our formulation. Now, the FCM-
based idea of filling void regions with a fictitious, highly compliant material
will be adopted for the contact formulation at hand. But other than simplifying
mesh generation for complex geometries, we will circumvent the explicit contact
search by filling gaps with a stiffening contact material. The respective material
formulation will be introduced in the following section.

3. Contact material formulation

The contact material used in our approach (similar to the one recently in-
troduced by Wriggers et al. [30]) resembles the fictitious material used by the
FCM (see Section 2.2) until contact surfaces come in close proximity. It is only
in this limit case that the contact material undergoes a substantial stiffening
and generates the internal forces necessary to enforce the normal contact con-
straints. Note however, that all possible contact interfaces (and only these!)
are assumed to be discretized conformingly by element boundaries. This differs
from the general FCM-concept, where all domain boundaries may pass through
the interior of elements. A non-conforming transition from physical to contact
material within one element would cause significant oscillation in the approxi-
mate solution and a reduction of accuracy.
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3.1. Governing equations

The deformations uphys and ucont of the physical and contact domain, re-
spectively, are governed by the following partial differential equations:

∇ · σphys + f = 0 in Ωphys (10)

uphys = ū on ΓD (11)

σphys · n = t on ΓN,phys (12)

∇ · σcont = 0 in Ωcont (13)

uphys = ucont on ΓI (14)

σcont · n = 0 on ΓN,cont, (15)

where σphys and σcont are the Cauchy stress tensors in the physical and contact
domain, respectively. f denotes a body load and n is the unit outward normal.
Prescribed displacements and tractions are denoted by ū and t, respectively.
The total boundary is made up of non-overlapping Dirichlet (ΓD), Neumann
(ΓN,phys,ΓN,cont) and Interface (ΓI) parts (see Figure 1)

∂Ωphys ∩ ∂Ωcont = ΓI (16)

ΓI ∪ ΓD ∪ ΓN,phys = ∂Ωphys (17)

ΓD ∩ ΓN,phys = ∅ (18)

ΓI ∩ (ΓD ∪ ΓN,phys) = ∅ (19)

ΓI ∪ ΓN,cont = ∂Ωcont (20)

ΓI ∩ ΓN,cont = ∅. (21)

ΓN,phys

ΓD

ΓI

ΓI

Ωphys

Ωphys

Ωcont

ΓN,cont

ΓN,cont

Figure 1: The physical and contact domains, Ωphys and Ωcont, respectively, are connected
via interface boundaries ΓI . Dirichlet boundaries ΓD and the Neumann boundaries ΓN,phys

only touch the physical domain Ωphys. The Neumann boundary ΓN,cont is only part of the
contact domain Ωcont.
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3.2. Weak form for the deformation of the physical bodies

The weak form of the physical domain (see also (1)) reads∫
Ωphys

σphys : δε dv −
∫

Ωphys

f · δu dv −
∫

ΓN

t · δu ds = 0. (22)

In the current paper, physical bodies are either represented by isotropic lin-
ear elastic solids or—in the case of large deformations—by hyperelastic, neo-
Hookean solids. The latter are described by the strain energy function

WNH =
µ

2

(
tr b̂− 3

)
+
κ

2
(J − 1)

2
, (23)

where µ is the shear modulus, κ is the initial bulk modulus and J is the Jacobian
of the gradient of deformation [37]. b̂ denotes the deviatoric part of the left
Cauchy-Green tensor. Hence, the Cauchy stress tensor for the neo-Hookean
solids reads

σphys = µJ−5/3
(
b− 1

3IbI
)

+ κ (J − 1) I, (24)

where Ib is the first invariant of the left Cauchy-Green tensor b, while I is the
identity tensor.

3.3. Weak form for the deformation of the contact domain

For test functions δε with support restricted to the contact domain the weak
form only contains the contribution of the internal energy. External quantities
are omitted by construction (see equation (13))∫

Ωcont

σcont : δε dv = 0. (25)

The contact material used in this work is based on the hyperelastic formulation
by Hencky [37]

WH (λ1, λ2, λ3) = µ

3∑
i=1

(lnλi)
2

+
Λ

2
(ln J)

2
, (26)

with

ln J = lnλ1 + lnλ2 + lnλ3. (27)

Here, λi are the principal stretches, µ and Λ are the well-known Lamé parame-
ters.

The contact material is introduced as a means of approximately satisfying
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, which relate the normal gap dis-
tance g to the normal reaction force R in the contact domain [1]:

g ≥ 0 No normal penetration (28)

R ≤ 0 Only compressive forces (29)

g ·R = 0 Consistency requirement. (30)
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The material parameters µ and Λ are scaled by a small value c, which will be
denoted as contact stiffness in the remainder of this paper. Thus, the principal
stresses σii obtained from the contact material regularize the KKT conditions,
as shown in Figure 2 for the one-dimensional case.

−0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Principal stretch λ1

−10

−8

−6

−4

−2

0

2

P
rin

ci
pa

ls
tre

ss
σ

1
1

c = 1.0
c = 0.1
c = 0.01
c = 0.001
c = 0.0001

Figure 2: The minimum principal stretch and its corresponding stress are directly related to
the gap function g and the normal reaction force R, respectively. Hence, the principal stretch
can be considered as a normalized gap function. The contact material, thus, regularizes the
KKT conditions via scaling of the material parameters using a contact stiffness c (µ = Λ =
1.0).

Here, the stretches λi correspond to a normalized gap distance, while the
principal stresses σii

σii =
c

J

∂WH

∂ lnλi
=
c

J
(2µ lnλi + Λ ln J) (31)

represent the reaction force. Thus, the Cauchy stress tensor for the contact
domain reads

σcont =

3∑
i=1

σiini ⊗ ni. (32)

The principal stretches λi and their associated directions ni are obtained
from the eigenvalue problem [37](

b− Iλ2
i

)
ni = 0, (33)

where b is the well-known left Cauchy-Green tensor.
Note that the choice of the parameter c largely depends on the initial gap

between contacting bodies. The larger the initial gap, the earlier small stretch
values—and thus significant reaction forces—will be encountered during the load
history.
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Furthermore, the contact material formulation at hand is frictionless since
no energy dissipation is included. Strictly speaking, the formulation is not
free of sticking, but the following simplified investigation shows that sticking
reactions are orders of magnitudes smaller than the normal reaction forces.
Since a tangential gap leads to a shear deformation of the contact domain (see
Figure 3), shear stresses are responsible to enforce sticking.

a) b)

∆y ∆y∆x

Figure 3: Two physical bodies (white) are connected by a contact domain (gray) containing
the contact material formulation. a) Pure compression of the contact domain. b) Relative
lateral displacement of the two bodies leads to a shear deformation of the contact domain.

These stresses, however, do not grow substantially during the compression
and shear deformation of the contact material, which can be seen in Figure 4.
Here, components of the stress tensor are plotted versus the shear parameter
γ in a highly compressed contact zone (λmin = 10−4). This deformation is
described by the following deformation gradient

F =

[
1 γ
0 10−4

]
.

The shear component σxy turns out to be orders of magnitude smaller than the
corresponding compression stress σyy.

3.4. Finite element discretization

The nonlinear equations emerging from the contact material formulation are
treated numerically by means of the Newton-Raphson method. To this end,
the weak forms given in equations (22) and (25) are first linearized and then
discretized using the p-version of the finite element method as described in
Section 2.1. Eventually, the following discrete system of equations emerges for
both the physical domain and the contact domain:(

Kc,i
k + Kσ,i

k

)
∆uik = Gi

k. (34)

Kc,i
k and Kσ,i

k are the consistent and geometric parts of the tangential stiffness
matrix, respectively, at load step i and iteration k. ∆uik is the incremental
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Figure 4: Stress components of the two-dimensional Cauchy stress tensor for an initial com-
pression (λ2 = 10−4) of the contact material and a varying shear parameter γ. The shear
stress σxy—shown also in detail on the right—is several orders of magnitude smaller than the
component σyy , which is related to the contact pressure (c = 10−6, µ = 1.0, λ = 1.0).

displacement and Gi
k is the residual given as

Gi
k = fext,ik − f int,ik , (35)

where fext,ik and f int,ik are the vectors of external and internal virtual work,
respectively.

3.4.1. Tangential stiffness

The consistent part of the tangential stiffness matrix is obtained as

Kc =

∫
Ωphys

BT cphysB dv +

∫
Ωcont

BT ccontB dv, (36)

where B is the spatial strain operator in Voigt notation and cphys and ccont are
the spatial elasticity tensors for the physical and contact domain, respectively.
The spatial elasticity tensor for the neo-Hookean solids [37], is given as

cNHphys = ĉ+ cp + cκ. (37)

Here ĉ, cp and cκ are the deviatoric, pressure and volumetric components of
the spatial elasticity tensor, respectively:

ĉ = 2µJ−5/3
(

1
3 tr bi− 1

3b⊗ I− 1
3I⊗ b + 1

9IbI⊗ I
)

(38)

cp = κ (J − 1) (I⊗ I− 2i) (39)

cκ = κJ (I⊗ I) . (40)
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The quantity i is the fourth-order identity tensor defined as

i =
1

2
(δikδjl + δilδjk) . (41)

For the physical bodies containing the isotropic linear elastic material, the con-
sistent stiffness matrix is evaluated in the undeformed configuration by using
the linear elasticity tensor [37].

Following from (26), the spatial elasticity tensor of the contact material is
formulated in terms of principal stretches [37]. The Cartesian components of
the elasticity tensor are thus defined as

ccont,ijkl =

3∑
i,j=1

c

J
(2µδij + Λ)niijj −

3∑
i=1

2σiiniiii

+

3∑
i,j=1
i 6=j

σiiλ
2
j − σjjλ2

i

λ2
i − λ2

j

(nijij + nijji) , (42)

with

nijkl = ni ⊗ nj ⊗ nk ⊗ nl. (43)

The geometric part of the tangential stiffness matrix that connects degrees of
freedom a and b reads

Kσ
ab =

∫
Ωphys

(∇Na · σphys∇Nb) Idv +

∫
Ωcont

(∇Na · σcont∇Nb) Idv, (44)

where ∇Ni is the gradient of the shape function for degree of freedom i, while
σphys and σcont are the stress tensors for the physical and contact domain,
respectively. Note that the contribution for the geometric stiffness vanishes for
linear elastic physical bodies. This is due to the fact that, here, the variation of
the strain tensor is not a function of the current deformation [37].

3.4.2. Discretized external and internal virtual work

The residual is defined as the difference of external and internal work (35).
Here, the vector of external virtual work is only defined for the physical part of
the domain

fext =

∫
Ωphys

NT f dv +

∫
ΓN,phys

NT t dv, (45)

where the first term stands for the virtual work introduced in Ωphys by a source
term f . The second term represents the natural boundary conditions for an
applied traction t along ΓN,phys (see Figure 1). The vector of internal virtual
work is given as

f int =

∫
Ωphys

BTσphys dv +

∫
Ωcont

BTσcont dv, (46)

where the Cauchy stress tensors for the physical domain σphys, and the contact
domain σcont are given in equations (24) and (32), respectively.
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3.5. A line-search method to prevent element collapse inside the contact domain

The inherent non-linearity of contact problems is reflected in the non-linearity
of the contact material formulation at hand. The solution is obtained using the
full Newton-Raphson method. Since the contact material is highly compliant at
the beginning of the load history, it can happen that displacement increments
are computed that cause an overlap of adjacent contact boundaries. For classi-
cal formulations, such as the penalty or Lagrange multiplier method, this poses
no further difficulty, as penetrations are removed in the succeeding iterations.
Yet, the approach at hand can be classified as a barrier-type approach, which
is why the solution has to be admissible at all times. To this end, measures
must be taken to ensure that adjacent contact interfaces do not interpenetrate.
A straightforward approach would be to cut load increments if such a case is
detected (e.g. by evaluating the determinant of the deformation gradients at
integration points). Since this could lead to a very small load increment and,
in consequence, to a significant increase in computation time, we utilize an in-
exact line search based on the aforementioned determinant of the deformation
gradient:

∆uik,m+1 = ∆uik,m −
fm

fm − fm−1
·
(
∆uik,m −∆uik,m−1

)
(47)

fm = min
(
det Fik,m(Xq)

)
, ∀ Xq ∈ Ωcont. (48)

Here, ∆uik,m denotes the modified displacement increment at load step i, New-
ton iteration k and line search sub-iteration m. The quantity fm is the minimum
of all determinants of the gradient of deformation F at the integration points
Xq in the contact domain Ωcont at sub-iteration m.

A combined stopping criterion is employed, taking into account the change
of the modified displacement increment and the resulting minimum of the all
determinants of F:[(

‖∆uik,m+1 −∆uik,m‖ < ε∆
)
∨ (‖fm+1‖ < εf )

]
∧ (fm+1 > 0) . (49)

Here, ε∆ and εf are stopping tolerances for the change of solution increment
and the absolute value of f , respectively. In the paper at hand both tolerances
have been set to 10−6.

While the proposed line-search works well for all the examples investigated
in this study, there might also be cases that require other means—such as au-
tomatic increment cutting, for example—to obtain a feasible solution (see e.g.
[21, 47]). However, we will show that cutting increments alone might not suffice
if the contact stiffness is too low (see section 4.1.2).

4. Numerical results

In this section the capabilities of the proposed contact formulation are in-
vestigated by means of different numerical examples.
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4.1. A large deformation model problem including self-contact

First, the influence of different parameters will be investigated using a two-
dimensional model problem in the large deformation regime. These parameters
include the ansatz order p and the order of integration q inside the contact
domain as well as the contact stiffness c, as defined in Section 3.3. Further-
more, the contact material formulation will be compared to a classical h-FEM
formulation using the commercial FEM-package ANSYS1.

4.1.1. Definition of the model problem

The model problem under consideration is a rectangular block with a slotted
hole subjected to a constant, vertical load as depicted in Figure 5. The physical
part shown in white contains the neo-Hookean material for the plane-strain
state, equation (37), whereas the slot (gray) is filled with the contact material
model given in equation (42). Fillets at the corners of the slot will be treated
according to the finite cell method as described in Section 2.2. All boundary
parts that may come into contact are discretized conformingly, i.e. element edges
match the boundaries exactly. The total load will be applied in 10 uniform,
incremental steps.

h1

l1

r

t

h2 l2

Physical Domain: l1 = 5.0 h1 = 1.0 Ephys = 1.0 νphys = 0.3 t = 0.005
Contact Domain: l2 = 7

2
l1 h2 = 1

3
h1 Efict = c · Ephys νfict = ν1 r = 0.1

P1

P2

Figure 5: Model problem setup: Rectangular block with a slotted hole fully supported at both
sides and subjected to a vertical, distributed load. The physical domain (white) contains the
neo-Hookean material introduced in Section 3.2. The slotted hole (gray) is filled with the
contact material described in Section 3.3.

4.1.2. Choice of the polynomial degree in the contact domain

The aim of this first analysis is to examine the influence of the high order
shape functions inside the contact domain. To this end, the model problem in-
troduced in the previous section is solved using different ansatz orders. Figure 6
shows the evolution of the residual measure obtained in the Newton-Raphson
method versus the cumulative number of iterations for different polynomial de-
grees and a contact stiffness of c = 10−6.

1ANSYS R©, Academic Research, Release 14.5
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Figure 6: Convergence progress of Newton-Raphson method for uniform ansatz orders
throughout the computational domain. The total load was applied in 10 equally sized steps.
Intermediate and final iterations for each load increment, including possible line searches, are
depicted by dedicated small and large markers, respectively. The convergence tolerance for
the Newton solver was set to 10−6. The maximum number of iterations for all computations
was restricted to 15 iterations.

The residual measure used here is defined as

r(u)ik =
√

Gi
k ·∆uik, (50)

where Gi
k and ∆uik are the residual (35) and the solution increment at load

step i and iteration k, respectively. The convergence tolerance for the Newton
solver was set to 10−6. When applying the same ansatz order in the physical
domain and the contact domain, the final solution only converges up to the
desired tolerance for p = 2 and p = 3. The contact stiffness in this analysis is
rather low (c = 10−6), and the elements in the middle are extremely compressed
(see Figure 7).

Minor perturbations in the numerical solutions might lead to an invalid
state, i.e. the elements collapse locally, and the respective Jacobians of the
deformation gradient become negative. This is of course likely to happen during
the discrete steps made during the Newton iterations. The line search proposed
in section 3.5 tries to avoid this by reducing the current increment. However,
the resulting configuration might not be close enough to the equilibrium state.
Obvious possibilities to overcome this problem are an increase of the contact
stiffness as can be seen from Figure 8 or the reduction of the load increment.
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Figure 7: Displacement solution of the model problem for the highest ansatz order that
converged (p = 3). The highly deformed edges inside the contact domain are clearly visible.

The latter approach does not immediately lead to stable results for the given
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Figure 8: Convergence progress for different contact stiffnesses c and a uniform ansatz order
of p = 4 in all elements. Intermediate and final iterations for each load increment, including
possible line searches, are depicted by dedicated small and large markers, respectively. The
maximum number of iterations is set to 15.

contact stiffness of c = 10−6, as can be seen in Figure 9. However, if the contact
stiffness is reduced to c = 10−5, smaller load increments lead to converging
results at the cost of a much higher number of computations (see Figure 10).

A third alternative is the deactivation of the high order modes inside the
contact domain, which is illustrated for the two-dimensional case in Figure 11.
The goal of the simulation is not a good approximation of the deformation
state in the fictitious contact domain, but the reaction in normal direction to
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Figure 9: Convergence progress for a different number of load steps LS, a uniform ansatz
order of p = 4 in all elements and a contact stiffness of c = 10−6. Intermediate and final
iterations for each load increment, including possible line searches, are depicted by dedicated
small and large markers, respectively. The maximum number of iterations for all computations
was restricted to 15 iterations.

the contact boundaries. By deactivating high order modes inside the contact
domain, physical interfaces can still deform according to their high polynomial
degree and the robustness of the solution is drastically improved (see Figure 12).
Also, the deactivation does not impose an overhead. On the contrary, it lies
in line with the usual implementation of hierarchic shape functions in which
different polynomial orders may be assigned to edges, faces and volumes. To
ensure continuity, adjacent edges (or faces in 3D) are set to the highest degree
of all involved entities. Therefore, it is only necessary to set all modes of the
elements within the contact domain to p=1, and the rest can be handled by the
standard routines to ensure compatibility. Additionally, the total number of
degrees of freedom is reduced, which has a positive effect on the computational
efficiency, see Figure 13.

Since this modification allows us to use larger and thus fewer load increments
and also reduces the total number of degrees of freedom(see Figure 13), we apply
this approach in all of the following examples.

4.1.3. Influence of integration order q on minimum contact gap gmin
Classical approaches for the simulation of contact problems usually track

the status of contact at discrete points [1]. The current approach evaluates
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Figure 10: Convergence progress for a different number of load steps LS, a uniform ansatz
order of p = 4 in all elements and a contact stiffness of c = 10−5. Intermediate and final
iterations for each load increment, including possible line searches, are depicted by dedicated
small and large markers, respectively. The maximum number of iterations for all computations
was restricted to 15 iterations.
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Physical domain (p = p∗) Contact domain (p = 1)

Figure 11: The domain of the model problem given in Section 4.1.1 is discretized by 14 × 3
high order finite elements. All higher modes (i.e. edge and face modes) of elements, which
are fully or partially in the contact domain (gray), are deactivated. Edge modes touching the
physical and the contact domain remain active.
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Figure 12: Convergence progress of Newton-Raphson method for modified ansatz orders inside
the contact domain. If high order modes inside the contact domain are deactivated, the
solution converges to the desired tolerance for all ansatz orders. The total load was applied
in 10 equally sized steps. Intermediate and final iterations for each load increment, including
possible line searches, are depicted by dedicated small and large markers, respectively. The
convergence tolerance for the Newton solver was set to 10−6.

the principal stretches at integration points during the numerical integration
of the discretized weak form. Contact is established, if one of the principal
stretches approaches zero. Thus, the integration points act as sampling points
for contact detection. Therefore, the influence of the number of integration
points on the resulting contact gap is investigated. To this end, the gap is
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Figure 13: Modifying the ansatz orders inside the contact domain (light blue bars) reduces
the total number of degrees of freedom and, thus, has the additional benefit of saving compu-
tational costs.

computed for different orders of numerical integration q and for different ansatz
orders p. Note that the ansatz orders are only varied inside the physical domain
(see Section 4.1.2). All computations draw on the standard Gauss-Legendre
scheme. The contact gap is measured as the distance between the points P1

and P2 (Figure 5). Results were computed using a contact stiffness of c = 10−6.
The obtained minimum contact gaps (gmin) normalized by the initial gap

(g0 = 1/3) are summarized in Table 1. The results show that the normalized

Table 1: Influence of the integration order q on the resulting contact gap g (c = 10−6).

p = 2 p = 3 p = 4

q gfinal/g0[%] q gfinal/g0[%] q gfinal/g0[%]

3 3.97008949146 4 4.00308944753 5 4.01568941207

4 3.96618949065 5 4.00578943907 6 4.01688941207

5 3.97008949146 6 4.00698943907 7 4.01568940280

6 3.97128949146 7 4.00578943907 8 4.01598941207

7 3.97008949146 8 4.00608943907 9 3.96138927748

contact gaps remain close to 4% for the investigated configurations.
For this setup, the order of integration does not have a significant influence

on the resulting minimum contact gap, and should thus only be governed by
the polynomial degree p to precisely integrate the element matrices. We will
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further investigate the influence of the integration order on contact detection
for a setup involving curved boundaries in a later section.

4.1.4. Influence of contact stiffness c on minimum contact gap gmin
Considering again the example setup depicted in Figure 5, the influence of

the contact stiffness c on the minimum contact gap gmin shall be investigated.
This is a study on the model error, as obviously even the exact solution using
a contact domain with a finite c corresponds to a slightly different physical
model. Figure 14 depicts the ratios of the resulting minimal gap gmin and
the initial gap g0 for ansatz orders p = 2, 3, 4. As can be seen, the ratios
approach zero as the contact stiffness c is reduced. Also, the difference between
the ratios computed with different ansatz orders is negligible. The contact
material therefore converges to the limit state defined by the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker conditions for normal contact, as outlined in Section 3.3. Furthermore,
the gap ratios for a contact stiffness of c = 10−5 are already in the range of
10%, which is sufficient for many engineering applications. The gap ratios can
also be reduced to a range of 1% by choosing c = 10−6.
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Figure 14: Contact stiffness c vs. ratio of minimum contact gap gmin and initial gap g0.
Results have been obtained for ansatz orders p = 2, 3, 4.

4.1.5. Equivalent von Mises stresses σm compared to a classical h-FEM formu-
lation

The following example serves to compare the stress solution of the setup de-
picted in Figure 5 with a simulation conducted with ANSYS (see Section 4.1.6).
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The latter uses 1600 quadratic elements of type PLANE183 [48]. The results
for the contact material ( p = 5) and ANSYS are shown in Figures 15 and 16,
respectively. Both simulations result in similar stress distributions. However,
the analysis using the contact material (1800 degrees of freedom) uses far less
degrees of freedom, than the ANSYS simulation (10.480 degrees of freedom).

Figure 15: Equivalent von Mises stresses obtained using the contact material (p = 5).

Figure 16: Equivalent von Mises stresses obtained by ANSYS.

4.1.6. Comparison of normal pressures pN
In the following, the normal contact pressures pN computed with the contact

material are compared with the values obtained by the ANSYS simulation (see
Figure 16).

The pressures for the contact material are obtained by evaluating the stress
tensor σ and the normals n along the points of a segmented line (10000 seg-
ments) on the lower contact interface (see Figure 5). The normals are not
continuous along the discrete line segments. Hence, the average of the two seg-
ment normals is taken for every evaluation point connecting two line segments.
The normal pressure is then computed as:

pN = σijninj . (51)

The graphs of both the h-FEM and the contact material results show the same
general behavior, with similar values of normal contact pressure. The contact
material pressures converge with decreasing contact stiffness c, leading to a
much smoother distribution than the ANSYS results. The h-FEM simulation is
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Figure 17: Comparison of resulting normal pressures pN for different contact stiffnesses c with
results obtained using ANSYS. The ansatz order is set to p = 5.

able to represent the kink at the contact boundary, while the p-FEM solutions
show slight oscillations at the ends of the contact zone. This is a characteristic
inherent to the p-version, but can be treated by different means including r-
extension [16, 49] or hp-adaptivity [50, 51]. However, this is beyond the scope
of this work.

4.2. Two-dimensional Hertzian contact

In this second example, we consider the Hertzian frictionless contact problem
between an infinitely long elastic cylinder and a rigid surface [52]. The cylinder
is modelled using a linear elastic, plane strain model of thickness one (see Fig-
ure 18). Utilizing symmetries only a quarter of the cylinder is represented.
Symmetry boundary conditions are applied in the y–z-plane. Following Franke
et al. [18], the point load of the Hertzian model is represented by a constant
prescribed displacement ûy at the horizontal center line of the cylinder. Franke
et al. showed that this assumption is valid and that the resulting modelling error
is negligible. The circular boundary is represented exactly using the blending
function method [53]. Following this approach allows to discretize the geometry
with a minimal number of five coarse high-order elements. Note that the mesh
is constructed in such a way that the smallest element is 25% wider than the
analytically computed contact width b:

b =

√
4 · F · r
π · Ē

. (52)

This corresponds to the case where only a rough estimate is available of the
final contact zone.
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Figure 18: a) Setup for the Hertzian contact problem between an elastic cylinder and a
rigid surface. b) Discretization for the contact material approach: elements containing the
physical and contact material domain are depicted in white and gray, respectively. The circular
boundaries are represented exactly using the blending function method [53].

4.2.1. Contact normal pressure and stress distribution

Following [52], the distribution of the normal pressure for the problem at
hand is given by

p(x) = pmax ·
√

1− x2

b2
, (53)

where the maximum pressure pmax is

pmax =

√
F · Ē
π · r

with Ē =
E

1− ν2
. (54)

The normal pressure distribution along the circular boundary is depicted in
Figure 19 for different contact stiffnesses and different polynomial degrees. The
results are compared with the analytical solution of the Hertzian theory, for
which the point load was obtained by integrating the stress component σyy,
computed with p = 20 and c = 10−6, along the upper edge of the model. The
contact material pressures correspond well with the Hertzian distribution in the
interior of the contact zone. For higher contact stiffnesses, the numerical solution
regularizes the kink of the analytical solution. For lower contact stiffnesses, the
solution follows the analytical solution much better—although it does show
oscillations around the contact boundary. Similar results have been reported by
Franke et al. [16]. Again, these results can be significantly improved by e.g.
employing node relocation (r-FEM) [18, 49] or adaptive hierarchical refinements
[50, 51]. However, this is beyond the scope of this work.

Figure 20 depicts the global stress solution obtained with the contact ma-
terial for ansatz orders p = 5 and 8. As reference, results are provided using a
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Figure 19: Normal contact pressure computed for a) different contact stiffnesses and a polyno-
mial degree of p = 20 and b) different polynomial degrees and a contact stiffness of c = 10−6.
For reference, the Hertz solution is given for a point load of 50810N .

mesh of p = 20 where the closest node has been moved to the analytical con-
tact boundary. The resulting distributions are typical for the current setup, see
e.g. Franke [54]. They show, that good global stress solutions can be obtained
already for moderate ansatz orders.

a) b) c)

Figure 20: Stresses computed using the contact material. Results are shown for ansatz orders
a) p = 5 and b) p = 8. As reference, results are provided for c) p = 20 using a mesh where
the closest node has been moved to the analytical contact boundary.

4.2.2. Integration order for strongly curved contact zones

The influence of the number of integration points was already investigated for
the large deformation example in Section 4.1.3, where no significant influence
on the final gap could be observed. Now, the case of large elements with a
high curvature is investigated. Therefore, we consider the previous setup in its
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full configuration—without utilizing symmetry conditions—and a much larger
central element. This is depicted in Figure 21 together with a displacement
solution using an ansatz order of p = 3 and an integration order of q = 4. Since
there are no integration points in the center, the contact boundary penetrates
the rigid target. Hence, the violation of the penetration condition is not fully
resolved by the given integration order. For this special setup, this could easily
be circumvented by an odd integration order. Figure 22 shows this nicely. Here,
the gap value g at the center line of the model is plotted for a fixed ansatz order
of p = 3 but with different orders of integration q. All the gap values for
the even integration orders are negative but converge to zero. Odd integration
orders avoid a penetration altogether and lead to much smaller gap values with
little variance. It yet needs to be noted that this ’even-odd-peculiarity’ is due to
the special construction of this example, where the contact is exactly symmetric
w.r.t. the midpoint of the corresponding element edge. A general remedy is to
use a higher integration order in the elements containing contact material.

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 21: Mesh and integration points for integration order a) q = 4 and b) q = 5. Physical
and contact domain are depicted in white and gray, respectively (E = 1.0, ν = 0.3, ûy =
−0.6, c = 10−4). c) Detail of the final deformed configuration using an ansatz order of p = 3
and q = 4. The penetration is clearly visible. d) For an odd integration order (here q = 5) no
penetrations occur.

4.3. A 3D example: elastic buffer element with multiple self-contact

The following example covers multiple self-contact in a three-dimensional
setting. An elastic buffer element consisting of several thin-walled layers is
subjected to a distributed, vertical surface load as shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 22: Final gap g at the center line of the model shown in Figure 21 versus integration
order q. The initial gap was set to g = 0.5 and the radius to r = 10 (E = 1.0, ν = 0.3, ûy =
−0.6, c = 10−4).

The geometry of this buffer element is embedded in a mesh of finite cells of
ansatz order p = 5 (Figure 24). All cavities and fillets are considered at the
integration level as explained in Section 2.2 (see Figure 24).Thus, it is possible
to represent the small geometric features of the structure—such as the fillets—
without explicitly meshing them.

The evolution of the solution is depicted in Figure 25. The results show
that the current method is able to reproduce the self-contact as well as the
complex state of deformation in the elastic buffer. Furthermore, the equiva-
lent von Mises stresses obtained from the contact material are compared to a
simulation performed with ANSYS, see Figures 26 and 27, respectively. The
simulation using the contact material approach was performed with 18, 990 de-
grees of freedom, whereas the ANSYS simulation employed quadratic hexahedra
of type SOLID186 and SOLID187 [48], leading to 84, 195 degrees of freedom.
Although the contact material approach only uses one fourth of the number of
DOFs of the ANSYS solution, both results show the same characteristic stress
distribution. Even if the contact formulation in our implementation is far from
being optimized, the computational time is in the same order as the one for
the ANSYS simulation. This again demonstrates the capabilities of high order
finite elements.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents an alternative method for the simulation of frictionless
contact problems. The new approach combines a contact material formulation
and the p-version of the finite element method. Contact constraints are enforced
on the domain level by embedding the physical structure in a contact material,
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Figure 23: Schematic setup of complex 3D example: Elastic buffer element with multiple self-
contact. The material parameters of the fictitious domain (light gray) as well as the contact
domain (dark gray) are scaled by the parameters α and c, respectively. Exploiting symmetries
along the x- and y-directions, the numerical model only considers a quarter of the damper, as
shown.

a) b)

Figure 24: a) The buffer is embedded in a structured Cartesian grid of 6 × 6 × 7 high order
finite elements (p = 5). b) A cut view of the boundary representation of the buffer. Inner
fillets and cavities are recovered at the integration level as outlined in Section 24.

which prevents adjacent contact boundaries from interpenetrating. The pro-
posed material is based on the hyperelastic formulation by Hencky, which uses
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Figure 25: Load history depicting the displacement magnitude (left) and equivalent von Mises
stress (right) for different load steps.

a logarithmic strain measure and regularizes the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condi-
tions by scaling the material parameters.

To avoid penetration of contact interfaces, a line search method was utilized
that evaluated the determinant of the gradient of deformation inside the contact
domain.

The applicability of the method was demonstrated by means of two- and
three-dimensional examples, including a Hertzian contact example.

The application of high ansatz orders led to results comparable to classical
approaches in the physical domain for only a small number of coarse elements.
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Figure 26: Equivalent von Mises stress obtained using ANSYS.

Figure 27: Equivalent von Mises stress obtained using the contact material (p = 5).
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However, applying the same ansatz order in the contact and the physical do-
main imposes an additional and unnecessary numerical burden for the Newton-
Raphson procedure, inhibiting a reduction of the error level to lower thresholds.
These difficulties can be overcome by either choosing a lower penalization of the
contact material or by deactivating higher-order modes in the contact domain
only. As long as the contact interface is still resolved with high order shape
functions, no reduction in accuracy was observed. It also lies in line with the
usual implementation of hierarchical ansatz spaces and has the added advantage
that it leads to less degrees of freedom.

Our formulation tracks the contact status at the integration points by eval-
uating the principal stretches. Hence, the influence of the number of integration
points on the resulting minimum gap was investigated. The results showed that
for discretizations involving large elements with strongly curved boundaries,
penetrations can occur if not enough integration points are present in the con-
tact domain. This is an effect, however, common for most contact formulations.

The utilization of a contact material can be classified as a kind of barrier
method. These methods have the property that penetrations are avoided at
all times. Unfortunately, they also leave small gaps where, ideally, the contact
interfaces should touch. A parameter study served to assess the influence of the
contact stiffness on the final gap. The results showed that final gaps can be
reduced to very small magnitudes by choosing small values of contact stiffness.
Moreover, the contact stiffness turned out to be the most influential parameter
in comparison to the ansatz order and the number of integration points.

As shown by the numerical examples, the formulation proposed in this paper
has the advantage that explicit geometric searches on the global and local level
can be avoided. Applying high order finite elements allows structures to be
discretized for a desired approximation accuracy with a much smaller number
of degrees of freedom compared to the h-version of the FEM.

A possible extension to the proposed formulation is the incorporation of
friction. This will call for a more sophisticated and most likely anisotropic
material formulation. Another interesting research direction is the investigation
of alternative material models that work robustly also in the case of interface
penetrations.
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